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How far would you go to answer two crucial questions that have perplexed everyone from Aristotle to Einstein? Daxton and Hanlon will go
further ... much further. But who will get their answer first, and who will have to die for it? Wildlife expert and extreme explorer Leon Berger
is on top of his game with mini‐series on the adventure networks and a loving family. His first excruciating blackout was dangerous. But
when the second comes out of nowhere on an ice‐climbing expedition gone deadly, he gets much‐needed medical attention and
maddening media scrutiny. Ryder Pelse is a former stunt pilot with a shady military past turned astronaut for the commercial space
tourism company run by abrasive billionaire William Daxton. Their top‐secret test flights are light years ahead of NASA and the
competition, but Ryders blackouts threaten the mission goal: Answering one of the most important questions facing humanity. When the
mysterious Hanlon connects the blackouts, he discovers the key to mankinds other most important question. The proof he needs to fulfill
his lifetime pursuit lies between the two men. Finding The Answer is an end he justifies by any means, regardless of whether he scuttles
Daxtons mission ... or kills Ryder and Leon.
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